HomeGrid Certified G.hn Offers Service Providers Many Benefits

- Any Wire: Coax, Powerline & Phoneline
- No New Wires Connectivity

HD IPTV Ready - Send Multiple HD streams over a Gigabit Network
- Easily Deployed with Self Installs and Remotely Managed using TR-069
- Whole Home Coverage over a Robust and Secure Any Wire Network

www.homegridforum.org
AT&T is an early adopter of HomeGrid Certified G.hn. Here is what they have to say about G.hn technology:

“I am up and running on G.hn using only power line connectivity for all my video. While in-depth analysis is still ongoing, it’s running flawlessly - three cheers are in order. It is exactly what we are looking for in a “Plug and Play” network solution.”

- Vernon Reed, Lead Member of Technical Staff, AT&T Labs